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Love him or hate him, Donald J. Trump is now the
President of the United States. Those who voted for
him or one of his opponents, especially investors, must
now accept his presidency and reevaluate how it will
change the U.S. and global economies.
President Trump was elected on the promise to “Make
America Great Again.” To accomplish that central
pledge, President Trump has promised to renegotiate
existing trade agreements like NAFTA and TPP as a
strategy to bring home jobs lost to trade deals and low
currency valuations in China, Asia and South America.
Among President Trump’s other promises are…
Cutting personal and corporate tax rates;
Cutting/repealing estate taxes;
Eliminating large numbers of government
regulations which inhibit business;
Maximizing domestic oil, gas, and coal production;
Rebuilding, repairing, and expanding our nation’s
infrastructure, particularly roads, bridges and public
airports;
Building a 2,000+ mile wall on the Mexican border
at our southern neighbor’s expense;
Restocking our country’s military by expanding the
U.S. naval fleet, modernizing our nation’s air force
and bolstering our nuclear deterrent;
Repealing and replacing Obamacare;
Deporting as many as 19 million undocumented
persons from the United States;
Policing the Iran Nuclear Treaty;
Getting our NATO allies to pay their fair share for
their common defense;
Improving America’s relationship with Russia.
President Trump, for better or worse, is going to be an
entirely different President than Barrack Obama. That’s
what the American people wanted and elected.
Instead of a mild-mannered, calm and reassuring college
professor, President Trump is a hard charging billionaire
businessman who has already proven he’s not going to
back down from controversy and confrontation.

Initially, as the Trump Administration takes over the
reins of government, there are some things investors
are counting on -- lower taxes and less regulation.
If President Trump is able to come through on this
promise, we will likely see the Dow and other stock
market indices climb sharply during Trump’s first term.
Lower taxes and a favorable regulatory environment
would fall to the bottom lines of the vast majority of
public and private companies, enhancing opportunities
for growth and expansion beyond the relatively weak
economic performance we experienced during the
Obama Presidency.
Significantly increased infrastructure and military
spending, including the construction of the great
American Wall on our southern border, should help
create a vast number of more jobs… the exact formula of
spending and economic policies Trump has promised to
“Make America Great Again.”
As an investor, however, whether you’re thrilled with
President Trump or not, you should recognize there is
both tremendous opportunity and risk that he represents
to the world economy, world financial markets and your
investment portfolio. As an investor you need to always
focus on not just the potential rewards but also the
dangers. In this special report, I will lay out, as promised,
10 Critical Reasons for Investing in Gold and Silver
as we enter four years of a Trump Administration.
If you, like me, are a politically conservative investor,
some of these risks could act as a huge catalyst for much
higher prices for gold and silver.
In fairness to President Trump, many if not all of the
risks and critical market forces that could catapult
gold and precious metals much higher have existed in
one degree or another during the past eight years. In
some cases these risks have been around for decades,
but some have not...

1. Deporting millions of undocumented persons
Keep in mind the total number of illegal aliens President
Trump proposes to deport over the next four years
could top 20 million and these people include a large
population of the low wage workers here in the United
States.

If President Trump makes good on his pledge of
deportation, the shortage of basic level manual workers
could drive basic wages well over the $15 minimum
wage that so many on both sides of the political aisle
have been advocating.
Prices of gold and silver have risen sharply in periods of high
inflation. Large scale wage pressures represent a significant
inflation risk.

2.		Some believe an entirely new kind of
domestic terrorism is possible

into our country, I understand that some have real
fears of domestic terrorism. And with today’s social
media and the lies it perpetrates, it could become a
serious problem. We’ve already seen demonstrations
grow to record-breaking numbers due to the rapidly
spreading opinions, often baseless opinions, as a
result of the power of social media.
It’s not hard to imagine a video of perceived violent
confrontations by immigration enforcement thought
to have gone too far in its work spreading around
the world in minutes. These kind of things have
happened and will continue to happen, possibly
inspiring thousands of illegals to become violent and
take up arms.
An active armed underground deportation resistance
occurring simultaneously in several regions of the country
could weaken the U.S. Dollar and create uncertainty.
Investors hate uncertainty. Uncertainty and domestic
terrorism on a large scale could weaken the U.S. Dollar;
this would create a currency environment that has been very
bullish for gold and silver prices in the past.

3. Radical Islamic terrorism

Many alarmists believe a side effect of President Trump
living up to his mass deportation of as many as 20
million illegal aliens by force is the risk of creating an
-- armed deportation resistance. Sounds crazy to me, but
crazier things have happened.
The flip-side of living in a free market where anyone
can go into a Home Depot, Lowes or even a local
hardware store to buy large bags of fertilizer and
other makings of high explosive bombs, is of course
the danger of disgruntled groups and or individuals
who have incredibly easy access to large amounts of
components that can be used to make tremendous
numbers of deadly powerful terrorist weapons. We
will never forget the tragedy of Oklahoma City and
Timothy McVey.
While I support President Trump’s desire to restore
legitimate national borders and tighten immigration

Despite heightened security measures implemented
by Homeland Security since the coordinated attacks
by al-Qaeda on Sept. 11, 2001, there have been 37
terrorist acts on U.S. soil. While 14 of those terrorist
acts did not have fatalities, there were 151 total deaths
from 23 attacks, with nearly one-third of the total death
count coming from the Orlando nightclub shooting in
June alone.
President Trump has sworn to “bomb the hell out of
ISIS” and “decimate al-Qaeda” where they currently
exist. Our new president is much more emphatic about
his determination to not only kill these terrorists, but
has repeatedly said he would order U.S. military forces
to wipe their families from the face of the earth as well.
If President Trump lives up to his word, some critics
believe the war on terrorism will grow much wider
and much more violent than it has been. The recent
ISIS terror attacks in 17 countries including France,
Belgium, Great Britain, Italy, Israel, Russia and Turkey
demonstrate we have entered a period where on any
given day we could wake up to a nightmare.

Tougher response to this expansion of radical Islamic
terror is already taking place. A tougher U.S. president
may eventually devastate both ISIS and al-Qaeda, but
before that happens, we could witness new 9/11 sized
attacks here in the United States and around the world.

The promise to bring radical change to U.S. fiscal
policy has been reinforced by President Trump’s
Secretary of Treasury, Steven Mnuchin, who has said
recently Americans should expect the “largest tax
change since Reagan...”

Gold and precious metals took off to a new historic high
in the years following 9/11. One or more attacks killing
thousands likely would be an accelerant for higher precious
metals prices again.

As a conservative, I hope for the best. Still, cutting
taxes in Kansas and Louisiana didn’t result in increased
net tax revenue as promised by those GOP Governors.
It just resulted in bigger debt.

4. Big government spending

Trump’s proposed spending is reminiscent of the last
George W. Bush administration. However, unlike the
Bush years that were plagued by recession that helped
mute inflation, increased spending from Washington
D.C. this time may lead to more growth. But this
time, much higher inflation could result.
Again higher inflation is indisputably good news for gold
and precious metals investors and speculators. If the U.S.
economy sees higher inflation, the value of the U.S. dollar
will weaken and investors will flock to gold and precious
metals as a hedge against that inflation.

President Trump proposes a 10-year $1 trillion plan
to expand America’s infrastructure, sharply increase
military spending, all with a major tax cut. The
assumption is that these increases in spending coupled
with the tax cut will spur growth in the economy and
deliver 6% economic growth.
Trump’s pending stimulus plan made sense in 2009
when the economy was in freefall, but seven years
into a recovery, spending $1 trillion could have some

unintended side effects. Fed Chair Janet Yellen cautions
against such a spending spree at a time when some
believe the economy may not need it.

5. President Trump, along with a Republican
majority, are likely to reduce much of the
regulation brought by Dodd-Frank
While some government oversight and bank regulation
is necessary, many business people and financial analysts
believe the extreme anti-business oversight of the
Obama Administration took advantage of the 2008
collapse and seized the opportunity to pass Dodd-Frank
in 2011. Many business leaders, conservative think
tanks and most on the right side of the aisle believe
it was an extreme overreaction and an overreach
of regulation, choking business growth. If President
Trump fulfills his campaign promises, then Dodd-Frank
regulation will be re-evaluated and likely be diluted
or repealed resulting in a return to significantly more
robust lending practices. Many financial analysts point
to this as a catalyst for economic growth and business
investment. We’ve already seen the initial market
reaction, as these differences in philosophy are largely
responsible for the Trump Rally we’ve seen in the Dow
since the November elections.

6. China dumping a large portion of its
remaining $3 trillion of U.S. Dollar reserves
in retaliation to what they may perceive as a
hostile Trump administration
President Trump’s hostile rhetoric towards China could
lead to a further shift by the Chinese Central Bank
from U.S. Dollars into gold. China has steadily hinted
at its desire for the Yuan, or basket of commodities, to
replace the U.S. Dollar and has hinted at its ability to
undermine the United States. It has reduced its dollar
reserves in the last few years from a peak of $4 trillion.
While retaliation remains a factor over why
China may be dumping U.S. Dollar holdings,
it is clearly not the only reason. China’s robust
economic growth, which was in the double digits
for decades, has cooled considerably. Investment
in infrastructure, while still high, is not what it
was and both government and corporate debt is
accelerating. This is another key factor in the exit
of capital from China to America in the form of
U.S. Dollars. Additionally, with the slow-down in
economic growth has come increased concerns and
uncertainty.
For months now, both public and private sector
buying of gold and gold exchange traded funds has
increased significantly in China. By January 18,
2017, according to Bloomberg, three Chinese and
European Gold ETFs have seen some of the largest
inflows of capital from China in their respective
trading histories, taking in over $318 million.
The reasons for this flight to quality are many, and
undoubtedly, a declining value in the Chinese
Yuan is certainly a factor as the Chinese look to
gold as a hedge. But a main determining factor is
the uncertainty of new policies toward trade with
China by the United States under the new Trump
administration. So far, hundreds of millions of
dollars have been shifted into gold as an apparent
hedge against what is an uncertain future so far.
Ironically, Trump’s concern over Chinese currency
manipulation could set up the biggest short in the U.S.
Dollar in history. If such a scenario was to play out, then
being long in gold and silver, as far as I’m concerned, is an

absolute must as a hedge against a declining dollar and the
possibility of higher inflation. Both economic scenarios could
drive gold and silver prices higher and many market analysts
believe the stage is being set for new all- time highs.

7. Oil prices could well be heading higher
thanks to the birth of a new cartel
OPEC’s historic agreement with Russia and other
non-OPEC members last month which is already
significantly responsible for a rise of 14 percent in
the price of crude oil.

This would be good for gold for a few
reasons:
• Higher oil prices are likely to boost inflation,
which is generally good for gold;
• Higher oil prices can dampen economic growth,
and gold can offer an alternative to investors
looking for yield;
• Higher oil prices could mean that both Russia
and OPEC members will start stockpiling gold.
U.S. oil production, which has been declining,
will likely move higher thanks to the Trump
Administration. This increase in production may not
dampen the price of oil if Russia and Saudi Arabia are
willing to continue to trim their production to keep
upward pressure on the price of oil.

8. Trade war would guarantee inflation
When the value of currency falls in China or Mexico,
so does the value of Chinese and Mexican goods. Each
U.S. Dollar suddenly buys more Chinese / Mexican
made clothes, cars, air conditioners, steel, toys…
you name it. That gives Americans more reason to
buy goods from Mexico and China: It’s cheaper. But
proposed new tariffs would cost U.S. consumers and
may not help US manufacturers as intended.
If the Yuan and Peso drop in value, the U.S. Dollar
is likely to rise. And a stronger dollar is bad for U.S.
exporters, since it effectively raises the prices of their
products overseas.
New tariffs threatened against China, Mexico and
other countries in Asia and south of the border, could

spark an all-out trade war in which other countries
impose their own tariffs. That could unglue the world’s
currency markets and touch off an enormous currency
crisis in which all currencies, even the U.S. Dollar,
spiral lower as markets react to the worldwide economic
disruption.

The New York Times quoted him as saying on CNBC...

Frank Holmes, a well-known fund manager and a
natural resources and
emerging markets expert
with U.S. Global Investors,
a San Antonio-based
boutique investment firm,
had $946 million in assets
under management and
was quoted in September
as saying, “Trump’s
threat of hefty trade
sanctions on China for
its currency policy could
lead to massive inflation in
America,” which could boost gold demand but hurt oil
consumption.

“He might use his business skills to reduce America’s
debt burden by pushing creditors to accept write-downs
on their government holdings.”

As for President Trump’s threat to pull out of “very
critical international trade deals like NAFTA (the
North American Free Trade Agreement) and levy huge
tariffs on Chinese-made goods”...
This could lead to another inflationary period… and could
trigger another recession, or it could spur economic growth to
President Trump’s target of 6% growth in GDP, all of which
would put upward pressure on the price of gold and silver.

9. Collapse of the European Union
Europe is STILL an economic mess. It’s already led to
“Brexit,” Great Britain withdrawing from the European
Union (EU). Italy’s Prime Minister has already called
for new elections thanks to its stagnant economy.
Spain is an economic basket case and may also break
away. Further, the European Banking Crisis hangover
continues to threaten the EU. Europe’s woes could
trigger a new global economic crisis.
Meanwhile, here in the United States, President
Trump floated during last year’s presidential
campaign the idea that if he became president, the
government might try to make a deal with U.S. debt
holders for partial repayment of the money that the
government owes them.

“I would borrow, knowing that if the economy crashed,
you could make a deal... And if the economy was good,
it was good. So, therefore, you can’t lose.”
Bloomberg added that Trump implied...

While a prudent use of these tactics can be quite useful
in the private sector, it may be an entirely story in the
field of politics and the global economy, especially
with an economy and obligations the size of that of the
United States.
In the world of finance, U.S. treasuries are considered
a risk-free asset. This is because they are backed by the
government of the world’s most important currency.
The U.S. government can raise taxes or print more
money if it needs cash to pay its creditors. As a result,
the chances of the U.S. government defaulting on its
debt have always been considered close to zero.
The idea that U.S. treasuries are risk-free is one of the
most dangerous fantasies in finance. Money can be lost
even in risk-free T-bills because of inflation and loss of
purchasing power.
The reality here is...IF President Trump ever
seriously suggests that he views repayment as
optional, the entire world financial order would most
likely change, and rapidly!
The New York Times said...
“Such remarks by a major presidential candidate have
no modern precedent. The United States government is
able to borrow money at very low interest rates because
Treasury securities are regarded as a safe investment,
and any cracks in investor confidence have a long
history of costing American taxpayers a lot of money.”
The 10th critical reason for investing in a core position
gold and silver:

10. History has demonstrated for 5,000
years that gold and silver have always been
insurance against the stupidity and greed of
politicians and government bureaucrats!

Gold With Muscle
Investors have for decades looked at the strength and
fortitude of possessing $20 Gold Saint Gaudens coins
as a means to secure their
financial security.

What you get owning a
fixed-supply gold coin like
the $20 Gold Saint Gaudens
is ownership of a tangible
bullion asset that has more
profit potential than just
plain bullion and, diversifies
a financial portfolio. In other
words. gold bullion with added
punch and muscle due to fixed supplies.
With gold trading for $1,235 you can buy these $20
Gold Saint Gaudens coins graded and authenticated by
the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS) for:
Select Uncirculated PCGS MS63................$1,398 each
Choice Uncirculated PCGS MS64...............$1,609 each
Gem Uncirculated PCGS MS65..................$1,980 each
The entire population of both MS63 and MS64 Saint
Gaudens $20 gold coins, graded and certified by PCGS,
adds up to just 280,000 of each grade. That means
the entire population in MS63 condition would cost
less than $380 million... and in MS64 condition $452
million... totaling less than a billion dollars.
In contrast to the multi-trillion dollar gold market that
exists today, these gold coins legitimately amount to a
drop in the bucket. Literally, if less than 900 investors
each decided to take a $1,000,000 position in choice
uncirculated Saint Gaudens gold coins, the prices could
skyrocket as supplies vanish.
The entire PCGS population of graded and certified
Gem Uncirculated MS65 coins, at today’s pricing of
$1,980 each would cost a gold buyer just $265 million.
• There are single oil paintings that would sell
at auction for $265 million.
• A single Boeing 747-8 costs $357 Million,
owned by a score of billionaires around the world.

There may not be a better time to own these
magnificent coins. They are currently trading near
10-year lows in regards to premiums over their melt
value. This doesn’t even include the cost of the
coins being certified for authenticity by the fiercely
independent PCGS.
10 Year Premium Analysis for $20 Saint Gaudens
Grade Today’s Premium Over Melt 10 Year Low 10 Year High 10 Year Average

MS63

12%

10%

68%

45%

MS64

30%

28%

102%

69%

MS65

60%

55%

270%

150%

Based on 2/16/17 and a spot price of $1,239.00

Finally!
These $20 Saint Gaudens Gold Coins Trade for
a Tiny Premium Over Jewelry Quality for Rarity
and Investment Quality!
Junk $20 Saint Gaudens coins with a hole, scratches,
dents or that have been heavily polished or cleaned
that are used for pendants by jewelers are sold
between dealers wholesale at $1,230 a coin!
In a nutshell, collector-quality MS63 PCGS-graded
coins currently cost just 13% more than damaged
coins. It’s bullion with muscle at a tiny premium!
Call Monaco Rare Coins Immediately to Add
Some of These Saint Gaudens $20 Gold Coins
into Your Investment Portfolio.

800-997-8529
We can also help you put Gold, Silver and
Platinum in your IRA!
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